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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 

1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 

Metric English 

Symbol 
Abbrevia- Abbrevia-Unit tion Unit tion 

Length _______ 1 meter __________________ m foot (or mile) _________ ft. (or mi.) 
Time _________ t second _________________ s second (or hour) _______ sec. (or hr.) 
Force _________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ lb. 

Power ________ P horsepower (metric) ______ ---- -- --- - horsepower ___________ hp. 
Speed _________ V 

{kilometers per hOuL _____ k.p.h . miles per hour _______ _ m.p.h. 
meters per second _____ __ m.p.s. feet per second ________ f.p.s. 

2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 

Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 

m/s2 or 32.1740 ft./sec. 2 

Mass = W 
g 

Moment of inertia=mP. (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 

Coefficient of viscosity 

v, Kinematic viscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg_m-4_s2 at 

15° C. and 760 mm; or 0.002378Ib.-ft.-4 sec.2 

Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb./cu.ft. 

3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 

Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 

Aspect ratio 

True air speed 

Dynamic pressure -~p V2 

Lift, absolute coefficient OL=:S 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD-;;' 

Profile drag, absolute coefficient 0 D. - ~S 

Induced drag, absolute coefficient OD, ~ ~ 

Parasite drag, absolute coefficient OD - DS71 • q 

Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Oc- q~ 
Resultant force 

~" 

Q, 
11, 

V1 
p- , 

J.L 

a, 
E, 

a., 

Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line) 

Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 

Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 

Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal pressure at 15° C., the cor
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m.p.s. the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 

Center-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p . from leading edge to chord length) 

Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero

lift position) 
Flight-path angle 

, 
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REPORT No. 531 

THE EFFECT OF WATER VAPOR ON FLAME VELOCITY IN EQUIVALENT 
CO- 0 2 MIXTURES 

By EnNEs'l' F. FlOCK and H. KENDALL KINa 

SUM MARY 

Thi investigation, carried out at the National Bureau 
oj Standards at the request and with the financial assi t
ance of the National Advisory Committee f or Aeronautics 
i a quantitative tudy oj the effect oj water vapor upon the 
patial speed of flame in equivalent mixtu1'es of CO and 

O2 at va1'iou8 total pre sure jrom 100 to 760 mm FIg. 
These 1'esults how that, within this p1'essure range, an 
increase in flame peed i produced by increa ing the 
mole jraction oj water vapo1' at least as ja1' as saturation 
at 25° C., and that the rate oj this increase is greate1' the 
h;gher the pre sure. It is evident that water vapor plays 
an important pal·t in the explosive oxidation oj CO; 
the need jor jUl·ther experimental evidence a to the nature 
oj its action is 1·'fId1·cated. 

I TR ODUCTION 

The explo ive reaction between CO and O2 wa the 
ubject of a detailed investigation at the National Bu

reau of tandard by the late F. W. teven. A a 
re ult of hi earlier work by the Bun en-Gouy burner 
method, he pointed out (reference 1) that "with re
duction of the partial pre ure of water vapor in the 
explo ive mixture, the rate of flame propagation i 
reduced until a point is reached where the explosive 
reaction cannot be induced in the ga e ." 

The difficulty of initiating explo ive reaction by 
pas ing a spark through a dry mL'{ture of 0 and O2 

11a long been known. A comprehen ive revi w of thi 
subject is given by Bone and Townend (reference 2). 
In the present inve tigation difficulty wa e:x.'Perienced 
in igniting even imperfectly dried mixtures at low 
pre ures, but primary attention wa given to the effect 
upon the speed of the reaction zone in pace of varying 
the concentration of water apor in the range where 
ignition could be readily attained. 

Such a quantitative survey i de irable, not only for 
the information i t may yield relative to the mechanism 
of the reaction, but also to serve a a guide in it further 
tudy. These re ults are e ential if the oap-bubble, 

or constant-pres ure method, developed and used by 
teven (reference 3), is to be employed. In this 

method the presence of water vapor cannot be avoided, 
and means must therefore be found for controlling 
it concentration. Thr results of the present investi
gation show the extent to which this control of the 
water-vapor content of an explo ivc mixture must be 
governed, in order that a preci e value of flame peed 
may be mea ured by the bubble method. The goal of 
the e measurements 1\'as the quantitative determina
tion of the effect of varying the concentration of wa tel' 
vapor in chemically equivalent mixtures of CO and O2 

upon the peed of propagation of !lame in space, in the 
range of pres ure from 100 to 750 mm ITg. 

METHOD 

The method cho en for the present inyestigation 
required photograph of the travel of the reaction 
zone. For thi rea on, and to provide for accurate 
control and variation oyer wide limits of the quantity 
of water vapor, the e experiments were performed in 
do ed gla ye el (i. e., at con tant volume). The 
fu· t serie wa carried out in a relatively large (5-li ter) 
spherical gla !la k. Tluoughout this erie it wa 
found that the peed of the flame was not appreciably 
influenced by the ri inO' pre sure until approximately 
four-fifth of the diameter of the flask had been tra
yel ed. In other word, under the condition of tbis 
et of experiment, the flame front tnwel for a con
iderable di tance at a practically con tant patinl 

velocity. 
imilar e;>"'Periment at a dry-O'as pre ure of 760 

mm were performed in a Pyrex gla cylinder 5 incIte 
in diameter and 5 inche tall, with metal eli k ealing 
the end through rubber ga ket. In thi erie th 
effect of increasing pre ure became apparent when 
about one-half the diameter of the cylinder had been 
traver cd. That is, the !lame yelocity remained prac
tically con tant while the flame traveled about 1}~ 
inches from the spark gap. This amount proved 
adequate for the ati factory calculation of !lame peed 
from the photograph. 

A chemically equivalent mixture of CO and O2, 

containing a known amount of water vapor , was intro-
1 
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elu ced into the appropriate glass-explosion yesseI. A 
photograph of the trayel of the reaction zone acro the 
horizontal lllid- ection of the explo ion ye el was 
taken on a moving film. inlUltaneously time igna.ls 
were recorded on the Iibn. The speed f the flame 
front in space can be compu ted from measurement of 
the dim en ions of su h a photographi c record when the 
m tio of the size of the 0 bj ec t to the size of the image i 
known. 

A comparable value of the peed of flame in pace 
may also be measured by the soap-b ubble method for 
mi.,tllres high in water content. The agreement of 

uch values obtained by the two methods will be sllOwn 
in a later report. 

PREPARATIO AND PURIFICATION OF THE GA ES 

Carbon monoxide wa prepared in a gla syst!:'l1l 
according to the general method outlined by Thompson 
(reference 4). Formic acin was slowly dropped into 
concentrated phosphoric acid at a temperature between 
HiO° and 1700 C. The gas liberated was led through 
a water-cooled condenser, the inner tube of which wa 
bathed with a thin stream of concentrated KOH 
olu tion to remove CO2 • The wet CO then pa sed to a 

liquid air trap where water and re idual O2 were 
removed. Glass wool in this tntp prevented the en
trainment of ice particle in the gas stream. Thence 
the CO wa led tluough a drying t.ube filled with gla 
wool and P 20 S ' The dry ga wa collected in gla 
fla ks that had been previou ly evaeuated. 

The oxygen used in the experiment at pres ures 
below atmo pheric wa obtained from a commercial 
high-pre sure cylinder and was pa sed at reduced pres
sure through a Ii luid air trap and P 20 S tube similar 
to tho e used for the O. Electrolytic O2 from which 
the H2 was removed by passage over hot copper oxide, 
wn u ed in the experiments at one atmo phere. 
Drying wa aecompli hed a in the other cases, with 
liquid air and P 20 S' 

APPARATUS 

The 5-liter explo ion ve el was made from a spheri
cal fl a k of Pyrex glass that had been carefully an
nealed. The park gap at its center consisted of 
two tung ten wire, in ulated from each other and from 
the explosive mixture by capillary tube which were 
sealed to the tunD" ten abou t 5 mm from the gap. 
The gap itself wa about 2 mm wide. The electrode 
a sembly wa ealed tluough an appropriate neck in 
the flask by a b wax-ro in cement. 

The explosion ve el capable of with tanding the 
maximum pressure developed when the initial pre nre 
of the mi.,ture of CO anl O2 was 760 mm, consi ted 
of a heavy-walled Pyrex cylinder, 6 inches in diameter 
and 6 inch es tall. The nd were closed with metal 
plates and ealed with rubber ga kets. The 0. 5 mm 
spurk gap, formed by two mall nickel sphere up-

ported by nickel wires, ",'as located at the eenter of 
the class cylinder. The bottom metal plate supported 
th spark gap and a small needle vah 'e through which 
the gases were tran ferred. 

From each of the explosion vessels a tube led to a 
manifold through which connections could be made to 
any of the following: (1) a high- peed mercury vapor 
pump; (2) a mall ve sel eontaining distilled water at 
a controlled temperature; (3) the storage fla k con
taining dry 0 and O2 ; and (4) a mercury manometer. 

For protection in case of accidental disruption of the 
gla s, the 5-liter explosion ye el was placed within a 
heavy cast-iron phere and the cylindrical ve el 
within a section of -inch iron pipe. An opening was 
provided in each at th e level of til spark gap. . either 
of the glas ve el failed in service. 

),Iercury-in-gla "calorimetric tandard" thermom
eter were used for mea uring temperature and a 
clo cd-end mercury manometer for observinD" pre me. 
The capill[!'ri ty and scale displacement correction for 
the manometer was lllea ured by direct compari 011 

with a barometer and all manometric ob ervation 
were corrected Lo mercury at 00 C. and tandard 
gravity . It is believed that the ab erved values of 
temperature and pressure, which were used primarily 
in calculating the COlllpO ition of the mixtures, arc in 
elTor by less than 0.3 0 . and 0.5 mm of mercury, 
respectively . 

The pbotographic recording equipment, which is 
mounted a a unit on a portable table, con i t of a 
camera, a spark-timing device, a filing mechani m, and 
apparatu for recording time signal on the moving 
films. The camera len (Zeis T e sar f 1: 4.5) has a 
focal length of] cm and, during these experiment, 
was at a di tance of 100 cm from the spark D"U p . 
The film is curried on a cylindrical drum of 10 cm 
diameter, wbich can be rotated at the de ired constant 
peed. A sli t about 1 mm wide, extending acro s 

th e entire drum, is located ju t in front of the film. 
A shutter, operated by a relay, permit or prevent 
passage of light throuO"h the slit. The baft bealing 
the drum al 0 operates a mechanical device by mean of 
which an electric contact can be made for a chosen 
fraction of a revolution of the drum. This contact con
trols the operation of the relay which open and closes 
the shutter and which al 0 permits th firing spark to 
jump at th e instant the shutter is fully open. 

The firing mechani m consists of a bank of tele
phone conden er (about 1 microfarad capacity) 
which are charged 1,0 220 yoIt through the building 
supply main and which , upon action of th relay, 
discharge tluough the primary of an induction coil. 
The current induced in the econdary then pa ses acro s 
the park gap. 

The t ime ignals are recorded as short dashes on the 
film, by means of a shutter operated by a tunirw fork 
having a frequency of apprQ},::imately 250 cycles p er 
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econd. Vibration of the fork i induced and main
Lnined by an appropriate vacuum-Lube in Lallation. 
The butter operated by the fork is illuminated by a 
carbon arc. 

Previous to making each erie of observations, a 
cale set at the position later to be occupied by the 
park gap was photographed with the drum of the 

cnmera stationary. From such photographs the ratio 
of the ize of the object to the size of the image was 
determined. 

PROCEDURE 

The usual procedure in filling an explosion vo el was 
as follows. It wa first evacuated to a residential 
pressure of 0.001 mm or les. Connection was then 
made to the water reservoir, the temperature of which 
wa maintained at a previously cho en value within a 
vacuum vessel. Fifteen minutes were usually allowed 
for filling the explo ion ve el with water vapor at a 
prrssure drterminrd by the temperature of the reser
Yoir, though te t experiments indicated that equilib
rium \Va established in about 2 minute. The temper
a Lure ' of the re Cl"Yoir and explo ion ve el were 
rerorded, the latter was clo ed off, the line was evacu
n ted, and the dry 0 admitted to a previou ly chosen 
prefsure as indicated by the manometer. 

\Yhen the temperature of the water re enoir, and 
hence aLo the pre ure of the water- yapor in the 
explo ion ve sel, \\'ere knowl1, a imple calculation 
was made to find the "alues of pre ure of ll 20 +CO 
,md H 20 + CO + 0 2 that were required if the final 
mixture wa to contain CO and O2 in equivalent pro
portions at n, eho en total pre lire. Pracficnlly. 
small varia bons from equiynlence are of no importance 
because the rate of change of flame peed with ompo-
ition i yery small in this region. 

After a steady tute wa reached by the mLxture of 
H 20 and CO, it temperature and pre ure were 
recorded, and dry O2 was admitted to the previou ly 
calculated pressure. At least 1 hour wa then allowed 
for complete mixing before the temperature and 
pre ure were observed and the mixture fu'ed. 

The sequence of events ob erved in taking a record 
of an explo ion \ViU now be recounted. The e:.:plo ion 
vrssel wa charged a described with a mixture of CO, 
O2, and H 20 vapor of known proportion fmd total 
pressure. The room was darkened and the film 
attached to the camera drum, which wa then rotated 
at a cho en constanL speed. The tuning fork wa set 
into vibration and the arc light tmned on. An 
auxiliary switch wa clo ed manually to complete the 
circuit to the gap except for the contact operated by 
the drum tluough the relay. ince this latter contact 
is made only once in 96 revolutions of the drum, ample 
time was afforded to close and reopen the manual 
switch in such a way that the camera shutter wa 
operated but a single time. When contact was made 
by the rotating mechanism, the relay opened the 

hutter and fired the charge. "When contact was 
broken by further revolution of the shaft, the shutter 
was clo ed again. While the film was being developed 
and fixed the explosion ve sel was evacuated, pre
paratory to recharging. 

RANGE OF THE MEASUREMENTS 

Previous e2l.-perience indicated that the active gases 
in p.quivalent proportions at initial pressure up to 300 
mm could be exploded in the 5-liter glass vessel without 
disrupting it. This supposition proved correct, but 
this vessel was not subjected to higher pre smes 
because of the hazard incident to disruption. At 
pressures lower than 100 mm the actinic light from 
the explosions was not sufficiently intense to give 
ati factory photographs. Measurements in the 5-

liter vessel were therefore confined to the range 100 to 
300 mm of mercury. The series made in the cylin
drical vessel \yas carried out at an initilll dry-gas 
pre ure of 760 mm. 

The water-vapor content in each ca e wa varied 
over the range which was practical for work at 
atmo pheric temperature. Table I shows the limit 
for the e range"" of water-yapor concentration. 

TABLE I.- RAXGE OF WATER-V.\POR 
COl CEl\TRATIO~ 

Initial 
dry·gas 

pre: 'ure 

7)1/11 llg 
IUO 
150 
21JO 
auo 
700 

Mole fraction of water 
,·spor 

.J' linimum 
0. 028 
. U06 
. ()()4 
.. U02 
.U014 

A[arimum 
O.1~2 
. 130 
.102 
.071 
.030 

The upper limit was in e,tch ca e determined by the 
aturation pre ure of "at I' vapor at the temperature 

of the explo ion ve el (i . e., room temperature). 
The lower limit was determined by the igniti bility 
of the mixture and by the amollnt of actinic light 
emitted. 

RESULTS OF THE MEA UREMENTS 

Figure 1 (a) i a reproduction of a typical record 
obtained from an explo ion in the 5-1iter fia k by the 
method which ha been de crib d. Figure 1 (b) is a 
diagrammatic repre entntion of thi arne re orcl 
illu trating the detail of the interpretation that wa 
npplied to all the record . 

The image of the igniting park i hown at A. 
After ignition the record at pre ure below one at
mo phere how, without exception, that the fiame 
front move for a time with a positive acceleration, as 
indicated by the curycd trace A B and A B'. At 
Band B' it peed ha reached a yalue that remain 
practically constant until the points C and C' near the 
walls of the ve cl are reached. This constancy i 
apparent from the fact that the traces Be and B'C' 
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nre traight line on a film that traveled at con tant 
speed. The actual value of this constant peed can 
be calculated from the angle between the trace Be 
and B'C', the speed of the film, and the magnification 
factor of the camera. The row of dashes FG repre-
ents the time record, and give directly the speed of 

the film, since, from the calibration of the tuning fork, 
the distance between succe ive dashe is known to 
repre ent the travel in }~95 second. 

At C and C' the acceleration of the flame front 
chang s from ZGro to a negative value as the wall of 
the ve el (LM and L'M') are approached. At 0 
and D' the flame I' ache the walls of the ve sel, and 
the tangent of the angle of approach should be a 
men ure of the peed of the flame front relative to the 
actiye ga e at the maximum pressure. Attempt to 

E -F 

M'-- - M 

-
-G 

A 

(b) 

(n) Typical record of the explosion. (h) Diagrammatic representation 
of record shown in (a). 

FI GU RF.l.- An explosion of a mixture of 00, 0" and water vapor at constant volume-

mea ure thi angle have not yielded results of ufficient 
precision to be worthy of record. 

After the flame reaches the wall of the ves el there 
i still ufficient actinic light being emitted by the hot 
gase to form a comparatively long trace on the film. 
Thi trace, wbich i not completely shown in the figure, 
o-radually decreases in intensity as the ga e 10 e heat 
to the wall . 

The line A E i the image left on the film by the 
sparking device. 

The records taken of explosions in the cylindrical 
ve sel are similar to that shown in figure I, except that 
the traces left by the flame front are straight from the 
park until the effect of pres ure begins to show at 

about one half the total travel. 
Figure 2 shows graphically the effect of water vapor 

on the speed of flame in space during that interval in 
which it is con tant for any given mL'dure (i. e., the 

values, obtained from the traces BC and B'C', fig. 1). 
It is evident that the speed of £lame i greatly influenced 
by the amount of water ViLpor present at each of the 
dry-gas pre surcs studied. It is also apparent that the 
effect of changing the amount of water vapor from any 
one mole fraction to another is greater the higher the 
dry-gas pressure, since the curves become increasingly 
teep with increa ing pre sure. It is clearly demon

strated, therefore, that at atmo pheric pressure the 
water-vapor content must be very carefully controlled 
and specified if determinations of flame speed in 
mixtures of CO and O2 are to be significant. 

In figure 2 it is also noteworthy that, with the 
possible exception of the 100 mm pres ure curve which 
was actually followed to higher water concentration 
than shown, the water vapor alway exerted ome 
infiuence that produced higher flame peeds with 
increasing water concentration. There i undoubteclly 
some concentration of water at every dry-ga pre sure 
for which the speed will reach a maximum and beyond 

V) 1,000 

~ u 

f.r) BOD 
QJ 

g I 
1/ 

v 
/ /' ~ v: 
/ Y / ~ <, // j-"""-
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I 
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Mole fraction of water vapor 
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-
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.14 

FIGU RE 2.-'I'he eUect of water va por on the speed of lIame in space in equi valent 
mixtures of 00 and 0,. 

which it will begin to decrease, i. e., beyond which at 
least a part of the water will behave as a diluent. 
Though the concentration of the water could not be 
increased to this maximum value for pressures above 
100 mm., it was probably reached and perhaps slightly 
surpassed at this pressure. Extrapolation of the data 
embodied in figure 2 indicates that, if explo ion at 
50 mm pressure could have been sati factorily recorded, 
this maximum would have appeared when the mole 
fraction of water reached about 0.14, and that the 
speed beyond thi point would have decrea ed with 
further addition of water vapor. If it had been prac
ticable in the present apparatus to maintain the explo-
ion ve el at elevated temperatures, it is believed that 

thi maximum might ha;e been observed at each of 
the dry-gas pressures studied. 

Examination of the photographic records yield 
several points of interest with regard to the time re
quired for the attainment of constant peed after 
ignition (i. e., the period of acceleration). It is possible 
to get an approximate value of the duration of the 
period of acceleration from each of the records. The 
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following ('ol1dusi()l1s ha VI:' hee ll elm Wll frOll t H Il 

ass<'mhly of such datu: (J) H the mo le fract ion of wat<'r 
\' lIpor is kept constant Hnd the dry-gas p re. su re is 
"lI ried, the acceleration period dec reases with increas
ing pres ure in fL practically lineal' fashion. Extra
polation indicates that at pressures above 450 mm, 
the accclera tion period would become vani hingly 
smn l!. Actually none has been ob erved whon an 
<'quiYalent mixture of the gase is fIred at atmospheric 
pres nre. (2) If the dry-aas pres ure is kept con tant 
and the concentration of water vapor is varied, the 
acceleration period decrea e with increasing water 
content, within the range of the e experiment . The 
rate of decrease i much more rapid in the range of 
low-water concentration. 

In general, for tbe range covered by the e experi
ments, ignition could be accomplished more ea ily the 
higher the water content of the mixtures and the 
higher the total pressure. It seems also to be generally 
true that, for a given dry-ga pre ure, darker nega
ti,e lmorc actinic light) were obtained when tbe 
watC'r content was high. The negatives wero not 
alway deyeloped under identical condition, but an 
cfl'ol't wa made to carry the development of ea h a 
far as po iblo withou t fogging. 

All efl'ort ' lo ignite the dry gn::;cs, prepared ill the 
manuel' already ue'('.l'ibed, by pa age of park from 
the induction coil have been un ucce ful. In the 
early tages of the project, a spark gap con i ting of 
two 1 mm balls of Pt suspended by 0.1 m.m Pt wire 
was u ed. With this gap al 0, the induction-coil 
di charge failod to ignite the dry charge. A ingle 
explosion wa produced in a dry mixture at 250 mm 
pressure after passage of a largo number of park, 
prodllcecl wiLh a high-tension magneto. An abtempt 
was made to repeat thi experiment at 75 mm pre ure. 
lTnder the repeated parking the Pt electrode were 
\teated to the melting point. One of the small phere 
droppod off but the other remained intact when the 
magneto was stopped. Instead of cooling down at 
once, it remained at a vi ible red heat. Its tempera
ture decreased slowly during an interval of about 1 
hour, at the end of which time it was till readily 
visible in the dark room. Then it suddenly cea ed 
to glow and the pressure in the explosion ve el 
became constant at 56 mm. The slow oxidation, 
catalyzed by the hot Pt, liberated sufficient 
energy to keep the Pt in the active state until the 
oxidation of the CO was appro:ximately 0 percent 
complete. 

The observed VallIE'S of tI)(' s[)('C'd of (llI11H' in sparr, 
as well as of the spC'ed of flame reIn t·i \ ' C' to t hr net i \'f'. 

ga e and of oxpnn. ion ratio, whieh will hr described 
in a later paper, are believed to be characteristic of the 
particular mi.xtul' for whi.ch Lhey were mOnSlll' d. 
A.ny interpretn,tion involving these obsorvod <]uanLitio' 
mu t, however, take cognizanco of the fnet that the 
loss of energy by radiation may be one of t he several 
[actor that together determine the speed with which 
reaction can progress. For example, if it should bo 
subsequently demonstrated that, at con tant dl'y-ga 
pre ure, the total energy lost by radiation vHried con
siderably with the concentration of water vapor, a 
more precise interpretation of the eurvos given in 
figure 1 would be possible. At present, however, there 
are no data available by means of which the effects of 
water vapor and radiant-heat 10 can be eparated. 
It is not anticipated that the actual value of tho energy 
10 t by radiation will prove to be a large fraction of 
the total chemical energy involved, nor that largo 
variation in radiant heat 10 s with composition will 
be found. For the pre ent it therefore seem expedient 
in all the computations of this report, to neglect the 
heat 10 t by radiation, with lhe idea thnt nppropriate 
conections can be appli cl when the need 1'0[, nnd 
magnitude of slleh correct.ion.' has lwen fOllnd. 

CO CL IO ' 

1. Thl'oughou I, the entire range of the 'e mCil uro
ment an increa e in the mole fraction of waleI' vapor 
i accompanied by an increa e in the linear rate of 
propagation of flame in pace for equiyalent mixture 
of 0 and O2 at con tant initial pre ure. 

2. Thi rate of inerea, e of peed with the molo frac
tion of H20 become grea tel' a the pres lire of the 
I' acLant i rai ed. 

3. De pite ome experinlOntnl e\'idenco to indic/llt' 
that the pre ence of water Ynpor i not e enlinl for 
the production of O2 by the reaction of 0 and O2, 

there can be little doubt that the water i an e ential 
factor in the attainment of complete equilibrium 
during their explo ive combinalion. 

4. The effect of water vapor is of ufficient magni
tude to make e sential the accurate control and specifi
cation of water-vapor content in uny study involving 
the measurement of flame speed in the explosi "e 
oxidation of CO. 

5. E}.rperiment by the soap-bubble method cannot 
be expected to yield preci e re ult unle s the concen
tration of water vapor is very carefully controlled. 
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6. The results of th pre ent eries have aided mate
rially in planning the future course of the study of 
ga eous explosive reaction. They have been of e pe
cial value in the developmen t of the refmements that 
eem e en tial to the successful determination of n.ame 
peed by the soap-bubble method. 

ATIONAL BUREA OF TANDARDS, 

" A HINGTON, D. C., J anuary 10, 1935. 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 

Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 

Force 
(parallel 

Sym- to axis) 
Designation bol symbol 

LongitudinaL __ X X 
LateraL ____ ___ Y Y NormaL __ __ ___ Z Z 

..Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 

G, = qbS Gm - qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 

Designation 

Rolling _____ 
Pitching ____ 
yawing _____ 

N 
G"=qbS 
(yawing) 

Sym-
bol 

L 
M 
N 

Linear 
Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-
direction tion bol nent along Angular 

axis) 

Y----.Z RoIL ____ <I> u p 
Z----.X Pitch ____ (J II II 
X----.Y yaw __ ___ 

'" 
w r 

Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 

4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 

D, 
p, 
p/D, 
V', 
V" 

T, 

Q, 

Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 

Thrust, absolute coefficient GT = ~D4 
pn 

Torque, absolute coefficient G'1 = 9nr. 
pnlI 

P, 

G" 

'1/, 
n, 

Power, absolute coefficient Gp = ~nr. 
pnJ..F 

Speed-power coefficient = 4 ~~: 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, r.p.s. 

Effective helix angle=tan-1 (2:n) 

5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 

1 hp. = 76.04 kg-m/s = 550 ft-Ib./sec. 
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp. 
1 m.p.h. =0.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s. = 2.2369 m.p.h 

1 lb. = 0.4536 kg. 
1 kg = 2.2046 lb. 
1 mi.=1,609.35 m=5,280 ft. 
1 m = 3.2808 ft. 


